Cover sheet for written digital exams

**Exam details** (to be completed by the lecturer)

Course/exam (course number, designation):

Lecturer:

Start of the exam: DD.MM.YYYY, 00:00   End of the exam: DD.MM.YYYY, 00:00

Digital place of the exam (link to the Moodle room) http://moodle.univie.ac.at/...

**Grading scale:**

**Availability during the exam**

**Student details**

(to be completed by the student)

Surname(s), first name(s), student ID number:

Degree programme code as it appears on the student record sheet: UA

Degree programme as it appears on the student record sheet:

**Study-law related information for students**

Can also be found under [https://studienpraeses.univie.ac.at_infos-zum-studienrecht/pruefungen/digitales-pruefen](https://studienpraeses.univie.ac.at_infos-zum-studienrecht/pruefungen/digitales-pruefen/) (in German) (This section must not be changed.)

- You must be correctly registered for this exam and meet the requirements for this examination attempt.
- You were informed about the mode of assessment prior to the exam. You consented to the mode of assessment when duly registering for the exam. This examination attempt counts towards the maximum number of attempts for this exam.
- Through participating in this exam, you declare that you write this exam independently without the assistance of third parties and without making use of unauthorised aids.
  - Your exam may be checked for plagiarism.
  - The examiner may also subsequently request you to answer questions about the exam topics orally within the stipulated assessment period of four weeks. This can also be done at random.
  - If you use unauthorised aids and/or if you do not write the exam independently, the exam will not be assessed. This will be recorded in your transcript of records with an X.
- If you interrupt your exam without stating a legitimate reason or if you do not upload it to Moodle within the specified time period, you fail the exam (grade: "insufficient"). If you experience any technical issues, please inform the lecturer or invigilator immediately.

**Exam questions:**